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Survey Questions


How did you hear about this course?



The course content was clear and easy to understand.



The course length and pace was appropriate.



The topics covered were relevant to the course.



The training experience will be used in my work.



I would recommend this course to others.



Overall satisfaction



Give an example of how you will apply what you learned in this course back
on the job.



How could this course be improved.
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Give an example of how you will apply what
you learned in this course back on the job.


Create engagement



I’d like to re-read the survey results & video with data on engagement to
formulate a specific plan of action



Increase communication with employees



Use the information as a better understanding between generations and the
essential differences and motivational factors



As employees about their workloads. I think this is the biggest issue in some
departments



Find time in each day to thank an employee for their hard work on special
projects



I will have a similar discussion with my staff



Use the information to enhance my engagement with my staff

How could this course be improved?


Focus on how we (managers/directors) knowingly or unknowingly
contribute to causing employees to become discouraged



It was great



Less overall statistics, more summary and “what if” means



Less sentences, more bullets on slides



Use City of CC specific data – there are similar employee surveys, about
2/3 years ago for City of CC employees



Learn where we, the City of CC, falls in comparison to this data



All was great as presented



I’d like to see if we could use the survey from the 2014 year study with
the City organizations. That way we know exactly how our workforce
feels and we can ask what changes they feel would increase engagement



Very well done. Statistics were interesting

